
This customer used to handle in-house server system but it caused time consuming 
for data backup and its maintenance.
They want to share the in-house server data at the sales office in Bangna.
They want to permit an access to the server for a person from outside. 

Background of Requirement

Sample Case: Automotive Manufacturer K Company

Concept Proposal

It realized this system made the secure connection of Site- to- Site 
VPN for AWS from 2 locations.
They built a Client VPN environment to improve the usability of 
accessing the server from outside and realized that it is able to accept 
only from a selected devise which is granted a client certification at the 
same time. 
This system reduces man power to maintain the usage of AWS 
dramatically.
(it is also used for Hardware trouble, additional HDD for over capacity, 
regular data backup and etc.)
A server room and its temperature control system are not needed. 
A server becomes cost from asset.
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This customer used to handle an in-house server system but it was time consuming 
for data backup and its maintenance.
They wanted to share the in-house server data at the sales office in Bangna.
They wanted to permit an access to the server for the outsiders. 

Requirement Background

Case Study: Automotive Manufacturer, K Company

Proposal Concept

It realized this system made the secure connection of Site- to- Site 
VPN for AWS from 2 locations.
They built a Client VPN environment to improve the usability of 
accessing the server from outside and realized that it is able to accept 
only from a selected devise which is granted a client certification at the 
same time. 
This system reduces man power to maintain the usage of AWS 
dramatically.
(it is also used for Hardware trouble, additional HDD for over capacity, 
regular data backup and etc.)
A server room and its temperature control system are not needed. 
A server becomes cost from asset.

System Configuration Diagram 
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